








The scales we meet in exploring the Universe are very 
big, we must learn how to deal with them 







Billion  Giga   (G)   109

Million Mega   (M)   106

Thousand  Kilo   (K)   103

                              ... 
thousandth milli  (m)  10-3

millionth  micro  (mu)  10-6

billionth  nano   (n)   10-9









Multiplying and dividing factors of 10 is easy! 

For Example: 

Similarly, 



This year, the budget deficit is estimated to be 
about $500 billion.  If there are roughly 100 
million households in the U.S., how much 
debt would each household acquire if the 
deficit were split evenly among them? 
   1)  $50  
   2)  $500 
   3)  $5,000 
   4)  $50,000 



    1,000,000 
+  3,000,000 
    4,000,000 

106 + 3x106 = 4x106 

100,000,000 
+       10,000 
100,010,000 

But … 





First of all – Units are good things! 
   You can say the distance to Boston in miles 
           (or km) instead of inches (or cm)! 
Translating to useful units is a very handy skill. 

The key to changing units is remembering to replace 
a unit by something equivalent 



How many quarters are there in 1000 dollars? 
    1000 dollars= 1000x 1 dollar 
                       =  1000x  4 quarters 
                       =  4000 quarters 
Question: How many cm are there in 3 km? 
         3 km = 3x 1km 
                  = 3x 1000 m= 3000 m 
                                      = 3000x 1m 
                                      = 3000x 100 cm 
                                      = 300000cm 



How much does 1 billion dollar bills weigh?  
  (guess that $1000 weighs about 1kg) 
   1) one million kg 
   2) one hundred thousand kg 
   3) one thousand  kg 
   4) one hundred kg 



How much does 1 billion dollar bills weigh?  
  (guess that $1000 weighs about 1kg) 
   1) one million kg 
   2) one hundred thousand kg 
   3) one thousand  kg 
   4) one hundred kg 

1 billion dollar=109dollar=106x1000dollar=106x1kg=1 million kg 



      Source    Distance (km)  Light Travel time
       London    6,000        0.02 s
       Moon    385,000    1.3 s
       Sun   1.5 x 108  500 s (8.3 min)
       Jupiter   7.8 x 108  43 min
       Nearest Star  4 x 1013  4.3 years
       Most Distant Galaxy 1.4 x 1023  14 billion years

Whenever you see "light-(time)", that means we are talking 
about distance, not time. 

Light-time=Light traveling time=distance 

Car-traveling time as distance: Boston is about 1.5 hours 

away (assuming the speed of a car is 60 mile   per hour) 



Examples





52 feet across



1 mile across



160 kilometers across

1 mile = 1.61 kilometers

Infrared photo



12,756 km



1,600,000 km

=1.6 x 106  km

Moon



1.6x108 km =1.6x1011m

1AU = 1.5x1011 m

AU is a distance unit



1.6 x 1010 km, or a trillion (1012) times wider than the first picture!

32 AU



100 AU



10,000 AU



106 AU = 17 ly

1 ly =63,000 AU = 1013 km



1700 ly



170,000 ly



1.7 x 107 ly

The local group of galaxies 



1.7 x 109 ly





1.  The Sun would hold 1.3 million Earths. 
     i.e. the radius of the Sun is about 100 times
     that of the Earth.

2. There are ~100 billion "Suns" in a galaxy like our 
own Milky Way Galaxy. 

3.Astronomers can see billions of galaxies. 



Basic classes of objects: 

     Planets:             Earth as one 

     Stars                 Sun as one 

     Galaxies             Milky Way as one 

Their sizes 

     Earth:    104  km       poppy seed 

     Sun:      106  km        grape fruit 

     Milky Way 1018 km    Earth-Sun distance 

     Universe   1023  km    100,000 Earth-Sun distance 







The finite speed of light lets us “look” into the past! 

100,000 l-years 

Earth 
Supernova 

now 97,997 BC 

Consider this: 
If you had friends throughout the galaxy, how could you 
create a “live” TV show? 











If we were to compress the time since the Big Bang 
into one year, and make the time of the Big Bang 
January 1, 
  The Earth was formed in mid-September. 
  The mammals appeared on December 26. 
  All human prehistory (from the first known stone 
tools) and history have occurred in the last ½ hour of 
New Year's Eve.

All of human history is but a fleeting instant on the 
cosmic timescale. 



14,000,000,000 yrs 

1st stars 

Solar 
System 

Earth 

1st life 
(single cell) 

1st multi-cell life 



If the Universe is infinite in size and 14 billion years 
old, the most distant object that we could ever 
hope to see is: 
   1)  100,000 light-years away 
   2)  14 billion light-years away 
   3)  14 billion years away 
   4)   there is no limit – if we look hard  

   enough, we will see all objects. 



 Sound travels at a speed of 300 meters per 
second. In analogy to the light-year, what does  
1 sound-minute equal? 

1) The time sound takes to travel 300 meters. 
2) The time delay of a sound heard 300 meters away. 
3) The distance traveled by sound in 1 minute. 
4) The speed of sound 1 minute later. 



Only in the last 50 years have we realized that the 
Universe is not static. 

1. The entire Universe is expanding and is now 
accelerating. 
2. The Universe is 14 billion years old. 
3. Events of fantastic violence take place in the 
Universe. 
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